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Vff ll  CONCLUSION 

1.. Outlin e of the Main Arguments 

Thiss thesis introduced the research theme of academic nationalism and elaborated on its 

modess of categorization, group construction, and the consequences of it for the social sciences 

byy an exploration of examples from China and Japan. These examples were not meant as 

characterizationss of Chinese or Japanese social science. They functioned as illustrations of 

myy plea for paying more attention to the role of the nation-state as a framework or unit of 

comparisonn in academic research. As such, the research scope of mis study included academic 

theoryy that automatically presupposes the concept of the nation to be a valid unit of 

comparisonn or framework in social-science research and attributes causality to the nation-

statee beyond its overtly demonstrable functions. At issue were the patterns that can be 

detectedd in the production of nationalist ideology in relation to national and foreign policies, 

andd the regularities in the ways in which, for instance, history, geography, climate, language, 

thee human cerebrum, earwax, chess, customs, and dreams are moulded into theories of 

nationall  identity, and finally, the change of these patterns and regularities in time. 

Apartt from influencing political and international affairs, academic nationalism affects 

thee capacity of scholars to deal with academic issues. Accordingly, attention was payed to 

thee ways in which scholars limit their research by dividing up the world into civilizations, 

regionss and nations, the values they ascribe to them and the processes through which 

knowledgee is obtained under various kinds of constraints, forms of censorship, and ideological 

orientations.. This thesis examined how various ideologies are mobilized in the academic world 

too legitimize the variety of views of Our nation and attitudes and policies toward other 

countriess and parts of the world. Emphasis was placed on how academic nationalists deal 

withh universalist and cultural markers in the construction of their views of the nation from the 

pointt of view of various disciplines. 

II  used debates held around Edward Said's "Orientalism" as a context for pointing out 

thee fellacies of applying simplistic dualities of hegemonic power to definitions of China and 

Japann created by Japanese and Chinese scholars in different periods of time. I maintained that 

issuess in Orientalist and reverse-Orientalist discourse are hardly ever as simple as they seem. 

Thee label Orientalism in itself suggests we can speak of a localized form of discourse, and 

"reversee Orientalism" suggests a retaliation to the "first" attack by the discursive hegemony 
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off  the Occident Counterpoising Orientalism and "reverse Orientalism" seems to be an 

academicc oversimplification of political discussions that pertain to issues far more complex 

thann suggested by this form of dualistic thinking. 

II  concluded Part I with a discussion on the nature of national symbols. I argued that 

theyy are effective only if people can believe in the effect of their mobilization, often requiring 

rationall  explanations for irrational symbolic expressions and political aims. This belief takes 

shapeshape in the various realms of academic nationalism, among which historical narrative, 

nationall  psychology, social science and philosophy play a main role. Some of the most 

celebratedd explanations are so because they are supported by authorities and link up diverse 

experiencess of people together by means of the political symbols of the nation-state, such as 

"revolution,""  "socialism with Chinese characteristics" and the "Emperor system." Such 

symbolss are accompanied by narratives that "explain" the effectiveness of their magic force in 

termss relevant to a variety of memories and experiences of the public. As long as this link 

betweenn symbol and effect can be made credible as a natural connection of cause and effect, 

byy rational or irrational means, by folk narrative or academic theory, triggering the national 

symboll  works in the mind of its believers. 

Partss two, three and four constitute the three parts of this thesis that delineate the notion of 

academicacademic nationalism by means of examples. Academic nationalism, in my view, is not about 

onee theory claiming the superiority of Our unique nation but about the persistent use of the 

nationn as a framework of research and unit of comparison, ignoring other possible units, 

framess of reference, and variables when formulating a research problem. In this definition, the 

usee of particularist criteria is not a decisive factor. Academic nationalism occurs in various 

researchh fields and makes use of a broad range of perspectives and categories, also universal 

principless and criteria. To illustrate my point, I made a distinction between three different 

wayss of categorizing groups, i.e., by means of natural, cultural and globalist categories, and 

providedd examples of academic nationalism by discussing instances of all three. Thus it was 

shownn that academic nationalism is not limited to theories that emphasize the validity of 

nationall  culture, nature, or globalist categories. 

Naturall  categories of distinction such as genetic make-up, climatic change, natural 
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environment,, the brain, and blood ascribe an overpowering influence to nature over  human 

aherability.. Natural markers facilitate symbolic manipulation on the basis of meanings 

extractedd from what is perceived as natural, provide crude means of discrimination, and 

legitimizee and consolidate rigid divisions in social organization and in the distributio n of 

powerr  over  society. The natural character  of such categories refers to the way they are 

thoughtt  of as natural, and by implication considered unalterable, traditional , and inclined to 

naturall  balance. Academics who habitually apply such categories in the analysis of social 

behaviourr  are bound to have rigid  and static notions about the potentials of human 

development,, and may regard cultural and political factors as a result of a "natural "  process of 

thee development of human society. It is of great relevance to specify what kind of boundaries 

aree erected between categories and therefore what kind of classification system is deployed, 

ass the use of some concepts of discrimination, such as the genetic differentiation marker, may 

conveyy an impression of cruel racial discrimination. Its usage may turn out to be relatively 

innocuouss and be based on a confusing way of emphasizing cultural difference, as is often the 

casee in the use of the notion of "cultura l gene."  Thus, the use of "Zhonghua"  [China], apart 

fromm political meaning, has both racial and cultural connotations, depending on the timing of 

itss use, and the background and frame of thought of the author. 

Theoriess based on cultural and regional groupings assign a shared identity to nations, 

essentiallyy on the basis of spiritual and cognitive factors, using cultural markers, such as 

sharedd history, customs, language, cultural knowledge, group-psyche, and particular  forms of 

familyy organization. These features are usually believed to originate in an ancient cultural 

source,, to have emerged a very long time ago, or  to be embodied in the national language, 

mind,, cultural genes, or  national unconscious. Some cultural zones exclude people on the basis 

off  "natura l criteria,"  such as possessing a particular  kind of brain or  instinct, when they are 

thoughtt  to be a result of the long-term development of the trait s of the cultural group they y 

belongg to. Thus some academics use the "cultura l gene"  argument, and claim the brain has 

beenn altered and shaped by certain linguistic habits, or, attribut e certain kinds of behaviour  to 

languagee acquisition, creating differences between social groups that are hard to overcome. For 

example,, Umehara Takeshi and Ye Qiaojian made use of natural markers, such as the brain, 

instinctt  and the cultural gene, to maintain a link between group and culture, even though the 
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pointss they intend to convey are placed in the field of culture. 

Thee use of predominantly cultural categories, generally implies that designated groups 

aree capable of crossing natural boundaries, such as those created by racial markers. Though 

culturall  attributes are employed to draw a clear distinction between cultural zones, the 

possibilityy of learning from other cultures and the exchange of at least practical skills and 

knowledgee in most academic theory of this kind is not denied in principle. When conflict 

occurs,, however, the adoption of foreign knowledge and skills are questioned as some form of 

morall  betrayal. The temporal dimension of cultural tradition is compressed and moulded into 

staticc shapes, such as the cultural gene, the national unconscious, and cultural sediments in 

thee national sub- and unconscious. They become weapons employable in cultural 

classificationn for reversing processes of confrontation with the Other and isolating outsiders, 

dissenterss and powers that are believed to intrude upon the time-honoured tradition of 

insiders.. Despite the relativity of natural boundaries, in cultural zones seemingly small 

differencess too can escalate into major conflicts, fuelled by disputes over language, socio-

culturall  belonging, sacred symbols, rights on national territory and the infringement of 

sovereignn rights. In academic nationalism, the use of the family metaphor, historical roots, and 

thee collective mind contributes to the perception of cultural symbols as stable and everlasting. 

Quasi-kinshipp ties easily link the cultural with the natural, and therefore are perceived as 

symbolss of stability. Such stability is thought to be expressed in the great intimacy, 

spontaneity,, mutual understanding, or a special knowledge of linguistic and behaviourial 

codess attributed to those symbolic ties. Though the creation of cultural zones excludes people 

onn the basis of disloyalty and a failure of adherence to accepted notions of linguistic and 

culturall  behaviour, when allowances are made and the "correct" codes (linguistic, social, 

customary)) of behaviour are adopted, in comparison to crossing "natural" boundaries, 

crossingg cultural boundaries may take place with relative ease. Nevertheless, when cross-

culturall  differences are presented as etched into the brain, the unconscious, or as intrinsic to 

humanss through the notions of birth, home or the "cultural gene," the author indicates an 

unwillingnesss to accept external cultural influences, and is not likely to welcome ideals of 

scientificc objectivity and independence. 

Globalistt values in academic nationalism are ambiguous as they stand for universally 
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applicablee criteri a that are used for  the delineation of groups, and therefore at the same time, 

perhapss unintentionally, maintain a hidden agenda of group-bias. Globalists employ concepts 

suchh as civilization, modernization, universal struggle, class, field, universal religion, science, 

universall  wisdom, and art, to show the relevance of their  theories by means of globalist 

categoriess and universal principles, but ultimately root those theories in Our  national 

tradition .. Furthermore, underlying globalist notions is the presumption that all sources 

neededd for  attaining happiness and prosperity are potentially available to all peoples under 

thee right  conditions and by applying me right  methods. In academic nationalism, the right 

conditionss are found in Our  nation, and the right  methods in Our  Iraditio a The problem with 

globalistt  theories of academic nationalism is that universal pretence is kept up. Thus, while 

propertyy and happiness are advertized as attainable by everyone, resources essential to global 

developmentt  for  everyone may be monopolized by some groups, or  their  access limited to 

onlyy a few privileged or  qualified groups. In itself, this can be explained by principles from 

economics,, biology and psychology, and so on, but in academic nationalism, the success of 

prosperingg groups in making use of universal principles is explained by reference to the 

culturall  resources they rely upon. 

Globall  equality in the sense of not privileging any group is not realized in the writin g 

off  globalist academic nationalist, not even as an ideal. The term "globalist"  refers to academic 

nationalistss who advertize themselves as believers in universal principles and values, but also 

keepp a spare set of standards to fit  in with the situation of the nation they believe in. Thus, 

Ohmaee Kenichi's borderless world clearly favours the application of the universal principles 

off  competition and fair  play. The examples discussed indicate that the use made by academic 

nationalistss of "universalist"  criteri a in support of a "globalized"  world rests on skewed 

argumentation.. Iida Tsuneo supports so-called universal criteri a in the field of world 

economics,, but at the same time argues for  Japan's inherent superiority in that field; 

Hamaguchii  Eshun attempts to avoid the hidden ethnocentrism in advocating concepts of 

"Western""  civilization, but fails to decouple his own link between Japanese civilization and 

itss cultural roots. Yoshida Kazuo closes the circle between racism and universalism by liftin g 

thee neurological model to a superior  standard of spontaneous, natural and efficient 

organizationn of which Japanese forms of organization are a perfect sample. In other  words, 
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Japanesee organizations are formed spontaneously and in analogy with the highest form of 

naturall  evolution, the human brain, and are equipped best to functioning in the holistic world 

off  the future as they embody the patterns of the process by which this future world is 

evolving. . 

II  have argued for the merits of making a distinction between the different kinds of criteria 

usedused by academics for delineating national identities. I described three different categories of 

criteriaa or markers, and argued that it is not only taxonomies built around cultural and 

particularistt markers that are employed in nationalist academic theory. Although it is 

commonlyy thought that national identity is composed of factors that emphasize culture, I 

havee shown that cultural, natural and globalist categories are all deployed in the course of 

advocatingg a certain national identity in academic nationalism. Class, "middle-mass," modern 

civilization,, science, liberalism and kanjin are all supposed to be universalist categories but 

havee been deployed to ascribe a particular character to nation-states at the same time. 

Physiologicall  categories, such as race and the brain, turn out to add extra force to other forms 

off  national particularism. They are usually presented as forms of expression of nature, 

obeyingg the laws of nature, and therefore regarded as "scientific." When used to reinforce the 

boundariess of the nation, isolationist forces and discrimination obtain a political free hand, 

especiallyy in the case of cultural markers that take ancient tradition and collective spiritual 

purityy as their base. Cultural markers by themselves, however, leave space for negotiation 

betweenn different factions, though national identity markers that are employed by 

establishmentt academic-nationalists may dominate discourse. Whether criteria originate in 

nature,, science, the economic system, human genetic codes or social organization, academic 

nationalistss use their creativity in free academic debate to discover new theoretical boundaries 

betweenn nation-states. 

InIn Part VI, I briefly addressed the practice of making academic nationalism serve as a strategy 

forr acquiring knowledge in the social sciences. Academic nationalism inclines to neglect the 

locall  and specific (1), to subordinate the universal to the nation (2), represent the view? of 

certainn interest groups and not others (3), proceed from the illusion of the controllability of 
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thee "national organism"  and the "system"  (4), and to use a rhetoric of compromise between 

Themm and Us (5). 

(1)) In discussing the neglect of the local and the specific I kept in mind that 'the sum 

off  the parts is greater  than the whole:"  holistic generalizations of facts about the nation-state 

shouldd be treated with caution, as incomplete and aspectual. In academic nationalism research 

objectss acquire their  meaning through the mediation of the logically closed whole of the 

nationall  unit, and the research frame of the national unit tempts researchers into asking 

questionss that treat history like a series of photographs, based on rigid  periodization, and 

designedd to answer  questions that project the national unit into the past By contrast, 

perspectivess for observing phenomena found across national borders can generate 

innumerablee new insights into functions, and historical relations between the parts of 

constellationss of social facts. In this way, insight can be obtained into processes that are not 

totallyy dependent on, or  even independent of, the particular  state of the nation. 

(2)) Researchers who apply universalist principles (of systems, of individual 

behaviour,, of neurobiology) to perceived changes in the development of nation-states may fail 

toto discern universal patterns that explain problems in various local contexts by the same 

universall  principles, and that may have wide consequences for  the ways in which human 

groupss are formed and behave anywhere. For  instance, using the idealized experience of one 

nation-statee in order  to find solutions for  region-specific problems could have hazardous 

consequences.. One example of a view that applies universalist ideology to the unit of the 

nationn declares the world a hostile place in terms of Hobbesian and international systems 

principles,, presuming the behaviour  of Other  units to be predicated on universalist principles 

off  survival in a world of competing interests of nations. At the same time, We is an exception, 

and,, hence, We is uniquely above such universal principles of selfish behaviour  (though 

historyy teaches us we must keep up with the competition, unless we are willin g to perish). 

Destructivee influence on social science derives from debates of national uniqueness which, 

whenn gaining authority in the social-science community at large, blinds researchers to the 

similaritiess of problematic situations elsewhere. In other  words, academic nationalism is 

predicatedd on the fallacious point of departure that comparative research, in the first place, is 

aboutt  comparing nation-states, instead of about particular  topics in various research frames 
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suitablee to the subject, and where national identity and nation-state policies are no more than 

variabless whose importance is relative to the research question. Often it is forgotten that 

otherr forms of identity, such as an identification with the local community, religion, trade, 

gender,, ethnic group, peer-group, depending on the research-question, can be units of research 

moree relevant than that of the nation-state. 

(3)) Academic writings that emphasize "the people" in the construction of policies on 

economicc growth and national identity may favour certain interest groups. Especially when a 

monopolyy on communication and information systematically distorts information flows, 

academicc knowledge about politics, economy and society becomes obfuscated Ironically, 

amongg the factors that inhibit long-term economic growth and social-science research, most 

damagingg are forms of government that attempt to restrict and manipulate communication and 

informationn flows in order to control the opposition. In the long run, academic organizations 

andd economic systems built upon the exchange of favours for parry-patriotic loyalty produce 

aa distorted incentive structure and an inadequate framework for understanding phenomena 

thatt fall outside the official list of problems, which in the case of China, are based on the 

policyy of national restructuring, and establishing Socialism with Chinese Characteristics. 

Short-termm gains from building national consensus may be weighed against related long-run 

pricee as a result of political corruption, social injustice and economic inefficiency. 

(4)) Understanding the nation-state through organic metaphors, such as the dragon, the 

family,, or the open feedback system, creates the illusion of the controllability of its 

"character,""  "order," or "functioning." This confidence in the ability to construct a nation 

mayy derive from the fact that the metaphor can turn the nation-state into an object "out 

there,""  amenable to the mass psycho-analysis of "national selves" and experimentation with 

"openn doors." In such metaphors, the national unit is logically isolated from the world on 

whichh its existence is premised. Saying anything about any person or phenomenon requires, 

firstfirst of all, drawing a circle around i t the static boundaries of the nation-state. The opening of 

"nationall  doors" are premised upon the (logically) isolated "home" unit of the nation. Its 

doorss are safety-valves mat allow communication and exchanges to be planned, regulated, and 

stopped.. Doors make possible the requirement of permission for exit and entrance; the idea of 

aa bounded nation is a condition for the notions of national tolerance, national banning, and 
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nationall  taboo. Analogous to territorial state-borders, socio-cultural boundaries are created, 

marked,, protected, researched and planned, fit into systems, and equipped with forefathers 

andd a soul. Some academics control the system, others protect the Motherland and tame the 

enemy,, while again others aim to keep the nation in good health, away from foreign 

contamination.. Despite the difference in jargon employed by the various kinds of mechanical, 

culturall  and organic academic nationalists, they regard "chance" as a danger when it concerns 

thee foreign, exactly because the outside is crucial to the recognition of its existence. Though 

thee foreign takes on a different shape to each of the academic nationalists, all aim to channel 

thee required but dreaded flows of exchange under academic-nationalist control. Finally, 

academicc problem-solvers handle the nation as if it is a test tube, subject to operations 

appliedd to it in a laboratory situation: ascribing power to the nation-state through the forces 

off  push and pull, providing political justification through the principle of "action is reaction," 

controllingg the populace through the mechanism of stimulus-response, using input-output 

analysess to activate national growth, and the application of cybernetic principles of positive 

andd negative feedback and Yin and Yang. 

(5)) In academic nationalism, scholars of various intellectual backgrounds employ 

balancingg techniques in the process of the conceptualization of new ideas. Such techniques 

servee the academic in the construction of a "reasonable mean." Combined use is made of 

variouss discursive techniques, such as forms of argument drawn from the "Doctrine of the 

Mean,""  the dialectical method of "the unity of opposites," and techniques of association 

resemblingg those used in Yin-Yang theory. These techniques all make use of dualities. 

Althoughh in principle, views on natural dialectics and Yin-Yang thought require a dynamic, 

criticall  and flexible application, in academic nationalism these tools of thought are applied to 

thee unit of the nation and generally lose their emancipative, transformative, or self-

transcendingg capacity. In nationalist ideology, dualities are culturally mediated, political tools, 

mobilisedd for the purpose of expanding on political ideas. The ambiguous features of these 

dualitiess allow political manipulation to occur unnoticed: bipolar contrasts change and they 

alsoo change partners, because the meanings associated with concepts used as bipolar contrasts 

varyy in time and context, while new contrasts are generated. The way conceptions of East and 

Westt are contrasted, for example, changes through time. Bipolar concepts belong to groups of 
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otherr bipolar concepts and acquire their temporal meaning and status from the hierarchical 

positionn they take up in the socio-political taxonomy. If a duality, for example that of "male -

female,""  is believed to be of littl e relevance to other dualities in a particular culture, it settles 

somewheree at the bottom of the (mental) taxonomy. 

Academicc nationalists specialized in the jargon of holism take advantage of the fact 

thatt in holism the relativity of difference in itself is relativized The refusal to acknowledge 

heuristicc methodological distinctions, to set standards for testing a hypothesis, and to attach 

relevancee to the use of logical argument makes it impossible to evaluate any thesis, and allows 

itss relativization whenever convenient As a result, arguments become hazy, while the 

heuristicc distinction between absolute and relative is rendered meaningless. The example of 

Nishibee Susumu's system of classification illustrated that such a method can gobble up any 

researchh topic, distributes its features over national units by means of "relative" Yin-Yang 

dualities,, and inserts a time-element that favours the future triumph of one of the units. 

Especiallyy damaging to social science is when bipolar concepts are both used in the 

comparativee analysis of nations and regions as methodological tool and employed in policy-

makingg as factual information at the same time, as the concepts deserve no credibility as 

instrumentss of (optimal) objective analysis. 

Thee constellations of conceptual dualities, applied to subjects ranging from systems-science 

andd the emergence of civilization to historical approaches of tradition, concern the subjects of 

historyy and international relations, and the relations between man and nature, and tradition 

andd modernity. Especially problematic is the ephemeral nature of the dialectic and holistic 

termss in which most of the main dualities are couched, as they scorn attempts to apply 

criteriaa of, for example, consistency to theoretical arguments. Yin-Yang theory does not just 

reflectt principles of complementing categories, it also orders space and time structurally by 

stringingg time cyclically, placing its polarities in a hierarchy, and shaping the cycles of ever-

changingg complementing dualities into an upward-moving spiral in which the Yin-Yang poles 

changee into one another on a higher plain. The dynamic aspects of the Yin-Yang vocabulary 

gett lost easily in its political application to abstract entities such as East and West 

Moreover,, Yin-Yang classifications as tools and as attributes get muddled up. If, for example, 
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Yinn and Yang change into one another  and complement one another, does mis mean that East 

[yin]]  and West [yang] do the same, as some authors argue? Finally, dialectical thinking, 

definedd in terms of opposites between rich and poor, and proletariat and bourgeoisie, when 

appliedd to big units of analysis, such as nations, and East and West, tend not to question the 

appropriatenesss of the application, and therefore preempt a critical attitude of self-reflection, 

whichh is the fundament of a renovative and independent social science. 

Thee two-fold strategy of polarizing and rejecting extremes, and at the same time 

definingg one's own views in terms of the reasonable middle, I have called the Doctrine of the 

Mean.. ITi e works of well-known scholars, such as Fang Keli, Zhang Dainian, Yu Guangyuan, 

Hee Zuoxiu, too, engage in this policy of channelling diverse extremes into a balanced middle, 

andd have come to define the prevalent Middle, which in political terms, has grown into 

Socialismm with Chinese Characteristics. The doctrine of the mean in academic nationalism, I 

believe,, functions as me dictatorship of the mean. The former  Saintly Mean in modern times 

hass gained importance as the operational centre of control. The dictatorship of the mean is a 

politicall  compromise of what in the academic world is politically acceptable as a correct 

middle,, which typically lies somewhere in between what is defined as East and West, 

traditio nn and modernity. Even if this nationalistic balancing act could strengthen national 

pridee and create a collective sense of national confidence, such an approach would not prove 

thee validity of the academic knowledge it is based on, as the political mean is not corroborated 

byy due academic procedure. Academic nationalism does not stimulate creative thinkin g either. 

Twoo polar  images are created, dressed up as "ideal-types."  By juggling with elements of bom, 

neww patterns of organization around polar  images are generated. This frame only seemingly 

stimulatess the creation of new concepts, but in feet restrains originalit y and creative 

transformation,, thereby facilitatin g the political navigation of the social sciences. 

Academicc nationalism moves at different levels of abstraction. It is produced by actual 

humanss in a concrete environment, while its product is conditioned, affected, and steered by 

processess that take place on a macro-leveL Research institutes are a main link at which 

communicationn takes place between academics and academic policy-makers, constitute the 

locationn at which research facilities are provided, status is conferred, and regulations are |aid 

down.. Debates, then, are held by people with various needs, under  various pressures, and 
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withh various ambitions. The local socio-political circumstances in which academic debates are 

heldd and the prospects of financial remuneration are of great importance as a pre-selection 

mechanismm for the selection of a population eligible as academic crew. Furthermore, academic 

debatess are part of an ever-changing but ongoing intellectual tradition. Finally, most of these 

factorss have developed in relation to, but have not been determined by, processes of the 

emergence,, shaping, reshaping and replacement of nation-states, i.e., a framework of emerging 

nation-states. . 

Otherr arguments concerning the influence of academic nationalism on the production 

off  social-science knowledge involve its frustration of the ideal of producing independent 

knowledge.. One argument concerned the inability of academic nationalists to obtain insight 

intoo the process by which knowledge on the nation is created. Even nation-states that require 

academicss to uphold certain forms of nationalism would not cease to have a need for an 

independentt science of society, as optimal control is achieved only under a maximal 

understandingg of the information decision-making is based on. Such information is not 

generatedd in a tradition of academic nationalism. Because academic nationalism can not 

generatee accurate information by itself on itself, and because it is tied in with various political 

interests,, the knowledge it generates is unclear, and it is unreliable as a means of national 

controll  and governance. 

Thee national entity in academic research is of a dual nature. Its symbolic aspects and 

cognitivee aspects are intimately intertwined. The national unit places negative constraints on 

researchh by closing off the nation logically from its global environment As a result, it 

becomess possible to study a nation as an isolated case, as a unit "out there." It is connected 

too other units only after links are added. The national unit in academic theory seems to be 

malleable:: academics proclaim the adoption of a selection of suitable aspects of foreign 

civilization,, designed to blend in with the current set of domestic features in just the right 

way.. The framework of the "national unit" forms also a condition for opening up to 

"external""  communication, because the national unit presupposes the larger units of world 

regionss and international relations. Thus the national unit in research functions positively as a 

tooll  of knowledge creation, as "the global" is drawn into the unit through the interaction 

allowedd into the comparison of "inter-national" units. It creates the possibility for the 
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nationall  unit to be visualized as capable of "overcoming" itself. In this framework, 

communicationn on the level of nation-states becomes an imperative to the smooth running of 

economicc traffic and diplomatic negotiation, and knowledge about the rules, habits, languages 

andd views that are commonly used by various groupings, such as nations, corporations, 

societiess and academic associations. 

2.. Core Themes and an Outlook on Futur e Research 

TheThe Universal and Particular in Academic Nationalism 

Academicc research that is mobilized for the reconstruction of the nation and the identification 

off  national culture is subject to political and ideological constraints. When the ultimate goal of 

academicc work is presumed to be "national self-strengthening," "the construction of national 

identity,""  or "comparative studies of national culture," a framework emerges mat restricts 

intellectuall  inquiry by the boundaries it presumes and, at the same time, expands it by the 

linkss it constructs with the rest of the world In the final analysis, however, in academic 

nationalism,, the particularity of the national unit overrules universal principles that constitute 

thee basic aim of scientific inquiry. Not even the universalist principles of science, valued by 

scientisticc academic nationalists, can overcome this problem, because their academic inquiry is 

embeddedd in, and co-opted by, politico-cultural strategies mat use universalist principles to 

justify,, legitimate, and prove the ["relative"] uniqueness of the nation. 

Academicc nationalism explores national particularity by skimming the nation's hidden 

historicall  layers, dreams, atmospheres, ideals, ethics, systems and symbolical mementos in 

orderr to mark off its own intellectual fields, thereby expanding the reach of particularist 

principles;; Academic nationalism cannot conduct comparative research into the universal 

aspectss of research problems effectively as it systematically reduces society to its national 

dimension;; nor can it distinguish between the universal and the particular without becoming 

blindedd by the consequences of doing so for national narrative and symbol. If domestic 

problemss are not explained away by optimistic nationalist imagery, or ignored, they are 

thoughtt to be inherent in the particular nature of Our nation and on the way to being solved 

byy Our particular methods for dealing with destructive foreign influence. The reduced 
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capacityy of imagining Our problems in similar scenarios elsewhere hampers attempts at 

solvingg domestic problems by learning from Others. 

Onee form of academic nationalism employs scientistic mechanisms, and metaphors 

andd principles of bio-chemistry to explain world issues, and claims to know how to handle 

andd solve them. Taking the units of civilization and the nation as academic point of departure, 

metaphorss in scientistic nationalism focus on explaining research issues in terms of natural 

lawss and principles that prove Our nation is in congruence with nature more than others. 

Particularlyy xenophobic versions of academic nationalism offer irrefutable arguments to 

explainn trouble and political dissent at home. Such arguments are based often on the 

personalizedd traits of national behaviour, reaching from nasty practices such as foreign 

remote-controll  by hostile countries and brain-washing through their ideologies to dangerous 

effectss such as contagion by the enemy's impurity and the impact of cultural supremacy. 

Especiallyy the high-boundary effect of the use of the natural symbols of race, climate and 

cerebrall  function tend to debilitate cross-group communications. Methodological effects in 

scientisticc forms of academic nationalism are just as damaging. The consistency criterion is 

usedd here in order to uphold the scientific metaphor subject matter is chosen selectively, and 

evidencee is stretched to keep up a correspondence between metaphor and the national units. 

Thuss the attributes of the left cerebral hemisphere are defined so as to accommodate a 

selectionss of features believed to vary with the East-West duality. Culturalist nationalists 

tendd to be less concerned with inconsistencies, especially those who pride themselves in 

scorningg scientific rationality. 

Culturalistt versions of academic nationalism tend to advertise the fuzziness, 

mysticismm and narrative nature of academic theory. As the world seems to be essentially 

fuzzy,, some academic believe this fuzziness has to be reflected in representations of it in 

academicc theory. Representation therefore acquires precedence over explanation. 

Furthermore,, culturalist notions in academic nationalism, such as narrative, poetry, intuition, 

linguisticc purity, and philosophical essences take priority over cognitive activities in the 

intellectuall  exploration of society. Such, otherwise possibly useful mental tools, are turned 

intoo approaches for understanding the world in Our way, stressing particularist solutions 

deployedd as a panacea for saving the nation and the world from the results of Their or Other 
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approaches.. Culturalist academic nationalism celebrates an a-scientiffc or  irrationa l attitude to 

thee nation It seeks to gain plausibility as an approach to define the nation in holistic and 

functionalistt  terms. The spontaneous nature, harmony and sometimes mystic character  of 

humann thought and behaviour  are stressed in descriptions of the unique nation and its cultural 

origins. . 

Approachess that emphasize the universality of civilization and advocate a borderless 

worldd make the ultimate claim of civilization: universality. The evidence gathered for 

legitimizingg a universalist approach, however, is found in models of certain observed 

developments,, such as modernization, free trade, or  collectivization. By denying the regional 

linkss and origin of these concepts, an academic nationalist, in his efforts to civilize the world, 

inn between the lines communicates the message that We know best, as Our  country is 

Superiorr  by objective and universal standards. In civilization-theories salvation is found on 

thee path of purposeless evolution, in the authorless systems of self-organization, or  the 

statisticss of self-reproductive systems (autopoeisis). In practice, however, one cannot 

conductt  experiments on the unit of the nation-state: variables are too manifold, and controlled 

isolationn is out of the question. Image and reality do not coincide. Even in a thought-

experiment,, complex (open) systems presume logical isolation as they proceed from the 

possibilityy of measuring all that comes in and goes out (information flow). In academic 

nationalismm the art of measuring variables, the national unit and political pressure are closely 

intertwinedd Even if the recipe for  national self-strengthening were to be known, the 

inclinationn of academic nationalism to control information traffi c would guarantee the failur e 

off  any attempt at emulation. 

II  believe there is a need in academic research to check to what extent our  thought is 

determinedd by the habitual application of the nation-frame (the framework of the nation and 

thee use of the national unit as standard research entity or  unit of comparison). Awareness is 

especiallyy important of the ways in which natural symbols seep through in our  line of 

thinkin gg and creating research hypotheses. Similarly , in academic nationalism some long-term 

viewss of nations are trapped in metaphysical thinkin g and drawn into a mode of political 

propaganda.. Furthermore, it is not only in the field of culture that we can find academic 

nationalism,, but also in the realm of scientistic (universalist) research. In short, in order  to 
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avoidd that issues about the subjectivity of science escalate into the "national subjectivity of 

science,""  I think it is necessary to examine in what ways research formulations are hampered 

byy the national unit; 

AcademicAcademic Nationalism and Spatial and Temporal Order 

Academicc nationalism generates a frame of mind in which the nation and its characteristics are 

thee focus point of attention. It tends to neglect issues that cannot be generalized to the unit of 

thee nation, and overlooks problems that call for variables irrelevant to the nation as a unit of 

comparison.. The unit of the nation as departure point of research is a major stumbling-block 

forr social-science research contingent with local and concrete factors. The hunt for national 

particularity,, and the search for ways to strengthen the nation tend to condition the academic 

intoo selecting and combining a research name and units of comparison that are legitimized by 

meanss of national tradition, nationalist politics, and dogmatic definitions mat seem to have no 

purposee but erecting ideological walls between nations and civilizations. 

Inn analyzing theoretical constructs of the nation, I made use of a distinction between 

temporall  and spatial aspects of national constructs, corresponding roughly to theories that 

placee emphasis on universal values and those that stress particularist values in academic 

nationalism.. Temporality referred to a theoretical emphasis on development in time, and 

assumess universal applicability of principles of development and evolution. Here, a 

distinctionn has to be made between naturalist theories of evolution and environmental change, 

andd civilizational or globalist ones that describe processes of the modernization of nations. In 

globalistt theories, other nations in principle are able to overcome obstructions to development 

(thee Other can become like Us by adopting Our standards), but in naturalist theories 

biologicall  factors and physiological characteristics render it impossible: the Other can not 

becomee like Us. Speciality relates to particularist, essentialized, synchronic patterns and 

propertiess ascribed to the nation, such as ethnicity, tradition and national character. In spatial 

constructss of the nation, the difficulty of mingling different ethnic groups and traditions is 

emphasizedd (the Other is like Us but different). In academic nationalist theories of 

civilization,, spatial and temporal constructs of the nation appear combined, and this 

combinationn shows the extent to which cultural particularity limits the universal claims of 
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civilizationn theory. 

Thee temporal dimension of academic nationalist theory is expressed in, for example, 

thee linear direction of developmental stages, and in the cyclicality in which history repeats its 

ownn patterns. The minimal use of temporal markers in globalist theory implies the possibility 

off  a universal dissemination of civilization under certain conditions, facilitates the 

visualizationn of territorial and cultural expansion, and gives meaning to the dogmas and 

missionn of civilization. Time is on the side of the globalist as time in globalism is least 

irreversible:: civilization depends on conditions that are shaped by man, so anyone may 

competee by following the successful path of civilization. The problem is, however, that, 

owingg to the path-dependency of the success of facilities such as language, health, education 

andd financial investment, not everyone has equal access to the means of developing and 

advancingg their ideas and inventions; owing to established monopolies over the markets of 

sciencee and technology, potential competition often lacks backing; and, in a world in which 

somee scarce resources, such as energy and territory, are already divided, new-comers are 

disadvantaged. . 

InIn the case of Lamarckian evolution theories (such as that of Imanishi Kinji) , and in 

thee case of racism, time is clearly arrowed, and boundaries between groups are unbridgeable. 

Sociall  evolution, Marxist theory, Christianity and other universalist religions, development 

theory,, systems theory, and globalization theory, theories of the rise and fall of civilization 

andd dynasties are examples of theories that construct the nation around arrowed time. Some 

theoriess are endowed with a special engine, pushing forward the nation in mechanical time, or 

withh an organic time-clock, based on vitalist principles upheld by the "natural," cyclical order 

off  life. For instance, natural selection, modernization, self-organization, communication 

technology,, military power, peace forces, science and technology, historical divinity, 

sophisticationn and bodily control, and moral rule have all served as hallmarks of temporal 

organization,, on which the nation could measure its level of civilization. 

Thee spatial dimension of academic nationalism stresses the, largely, static aspects of 

thee cultural, environmental and biological features ascribed to the particularity of the nation. 

Theyy provide the roots of national essence, the stable factor in time. Spatial factors 

emphasizee cultural and ethnic markers that do not seem to change in the history of the nation 
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andd civilization. Examples are found in the essentialized properties of religion [e.g. Shinto], 

language,, ethnicity, race, climate, forests, place/field [ba], brain structure, collective psyche, 

andd the unconscious. The relevance of making a distinction between markers employed in the 

temporall  and spatial dimensions of academic nationalism lies in their unequal distribution 

overr what I call naturalist, culturalist, and globalist systems of classifying the nation into 

superiorr and inferior, friendly or hostile units. Scientistic theories of nationalism tend to make 

usee of universalist principles that are ruled by time. This especially holds true for academic-

nationalistt theories of nation-states that regard the nation as closed off and isolated, and for 

theoriess of civilization that, though they ascribe regional origins and particularity to a 

civilization,, at the same time embrace the entire world as a potential target of civilizing 

efforts.. Although both take as their point of departure the nation-state, the universal validity 

off  principles used in these theories are in principle adaptable by other nation-states that 

recognizee their value. In "closed China", scientific Marxism was supposed to be universally 

applicable;; in Japanese academic ideologies of civilization, Japanese systems principles and 

managementt are applicable all over the world; Eastern values, buttressed by ("Western") 

popularr scientific theory, similarly, are of universally value and applicability. Scientistic 

theoriess therefore lend themselves favourably to theories of civilization, and legitimize 

expansionistt thinking by their universalist pretence. 

ExamplesExamples from China and Japan 

II  used examples of academic theory in China and Japan to illuminate the theme of academic 

nationalism,, although social science elsewhere could have served the same purpose. The 

exampless derive from diverse fields and, in the case of social science at CASS, must be seen in 

thee context of an effort to build a strong nation-state and to achieve fast economic 

developmentt Partly for this reason, China provides many examples of research in which the 

nationn figures prominently. Whether this role can be justified is of course dependent on the 

aimaim of each research project. The examples from Nichibunken, on the one hand, tended to 

focuss less on the question of future national development, regarding the world much less as an 

arenaa ruled by struggling nation-states. On the other hand, the Japanese past in academic 

nationalismm is enveloped in one-sided imperialist threat and cultural and military humiliation. 
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Inn the examples, therefore, the themes of national victimization and the civilizing mission of 

Japann played an important role. 

Mostt  remarkable, in my view, is the similar  structure of academic nationalism in bom 

countries.. Examples of academic nationalism from bom countries employ natural, cultural , 

andd globalist markers in group categorization and use similar  techniques of distancing. Natural 

groupp categorization in theories used in CASS and Nichibunken is based on linkin g nationals 

geneticallyy to some ideal community or  form of life in the past; in examples from bom 

countriess the brain is used frequently as a metaphor  for  expressing taxonomies of difference 

betweenn East and West; cultural group categorization in both countries favour  a return to the 

past,, though in the examples I found in China the past is hardly ever  embraced entirely. This 

reservationn toward the past can be explained partly by official policies that emphasize the 

needd to overcome feudal practices and propagate Socialism with Chinese Characteristics. In 

bothh countries also many examples can be found of stressing the nation as one big family. 

However,, the possibility of "mixin g races"  is far  less an item in academic nationalism in China 

thann it is in Japan. This is, I believe, partly due to the acceptance in official Chinese policies 

off  internal diversity. Diversity in China is even propagated as a form of strength and the 

sourcee of unity, and is presented as subject to dialectical laws. 

II  illustrated globalist categories by providing examples mainly related to systems 

sciencee and complexity. Ironically , in both China and Japan these modern sciences are argued 

too have Chinese, Japanese and Eastern origins. Arguments to prove such pointe are taken 

especiallyy from the fields of Buddhist and Taoist philosophy, amplified with references to 

thee works of modem scientists and popular  science writers. Scientific evidence for  the special 

valuee of Our  nation to many academic nationalist seems to be essential for legitimizing 

theoriess of exporting Our  civilization. Just as is the case with many classical modernization 

theories,, universal pretences in such globalist theories are ultimately based on the localized 

culturall  or  racial superiority of Our  civilization. In both Japan and China such theories can be 

found.. The examples provided in this thesis, however, drew on Japanese examples of 

comparativee civilization theory and Chinese examples of systems theory. 

Att  this point, I can only account positively for  instances that I have studied, that is, 

byy reporting on examined examples that categorize groups in similar  ways. Whether  it is 
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meaningfull  to conduct research into the differences between group categorizing in the context 

off  the two different national polities is up to subsequent research to demonstrate. I suspect 

thatt as long as social-science debate is conducted by a predominant use of the nation-frame, 

debatess between intellectuals are bound to make use of academic-nationalist forms of group 

constructionn and nation-based markers, each interest group and school using its own 

interpretationss of national symbols and metaphors. It is of value, I believe, to track down the 

similaritiess between ways new groups are construed transregionally. In times of increasing 

emphasiss on cultural difference between nations, the cross-national and interdisciplinary 

studyy of the differences and similarities between research definitions of the nation is of great 

valuee to understanding academic forms of national identity productioa Such studies, of 

course,, are not limited to East Asia. 

FeaturesFeatures of Academic Nationalism 

Thee use of specific styles in various disciplines, institutes, organizations and the entire state 

educationn system may be telling about the effects of science policies on academic research. 

Academicc nationalism is not just a product of one institute but is part of a politico-cultural 

environmentt and finds its impetus in general academic policies and policies of state-education. 

Thereforee contents, style and methods in academic-nationalist theory produced in various 

educationall  and research institutions may show similarities on a regional basis, but at the 

samee time, similar internal structures of academic nationalism can be found in research 

institutess universally. 

Becausee the political and administrative powers of a nation influence local and 

transregionall  cultures, it is plausible that the nation-state as an explanatory unit is employed 

suitablyy in particular cases. But if generalizations about Our Nation-State reach beyond 

demonstrablee political and administrative functions by ascribing historical necessity, 

"natural""  causes, or disputable cultural legitimation to its historical existence, one can 

comparee such generalizations with other views, definitions and legitimation of the nation-

state.. For example, if the characteristics of political and administrative organization are 

systematicallyy defined as natural attributes of national culture, the researcher can check 

whetherr this link is defendable by matching various political options of nation-state building 
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withh different conceptions of national culture; and, if forms of political and administrative 

organizationss are defined as a necessary outcome of the history of the nation, the researcher 

cann compare mem with available political choices and circumstances of decisions made about 

statee organization at historical turnin g points and trace the processes that led to state-

formation. . 

Inn part VII , I discussed aspects of academic nationalism involving the relationship 

betweenn academics and their  institutional environment, including the politics of research 

policy.. I maintained mat in academic nationalism it is impossible and not very useful to make 

aa sharp distinction between that nation-stale and national culture, as the influence of the state 

administrationn pervades all aspect of the social community. Even its absence is felt and a 

topicc of debate in various formulations of the nation-state. The form and extent of nation-

statee influence, as defined in dominant discourse, however, can be compared with the 

competingg views on decisions made about state organization at historical turnin g points and 

tracee the processes that led to state-formation. 

AA major  impediment to social-science research and factors inherent to academic 

nationalismm are the confused presentation of the description of facts and prescription of 

nationall  behaviour, its tendency to political innuendo and its scholastic inabilit y to generate 

freshh views on research problems; and, its failur e to imagine the Other  views of the nation, 

losingg its capacity to deal with conflict Due to its conservative formulations, ideological 

grammarr  and vocabulary, academic nationalism tends to instill into researchers an 

establishmentt  bias, and encourages judgements and distortions of Other  (possibly rival) 

nationall  groupings. 

Academicc nationalism thrives when the reader  can predict an argument on the basis of 

aa correlation between certain political and ideological features, such as the unreasoned use of 

thee nation as a main frame of research and unit of comparative analysis, in which Our  nation 

iss set off against the Other  or  Them; the simplification of webs of connections between 

nationall  friend and foe, and the presence of Absentees; the undefended (direct and indirect) 

usee of rigid  and (semi) closed markers of boundary construction in characterizing a national 

peoplee (brain, race, language, cultural system, fuudo)\ explanations that create and use 

national/regionall  symbols in explaining the concrete nature of peoples (Chinese character 
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region,, chop-stick culture, rice-civilization); the use of abstract and vague notions (ancient 

tradition,, golden age, fairy-tales, evolution, instinct, the beginning of the universe, the infinite 

universe,, climate, god, the unconscious, mass-psychology) for explaining politically highly 

chargedd issues (instead of other way around); the unreasoned or irrefutable choice of 

categoriess and variables used in defining differences and similarities between the various 

national,, regional units of research (e.g., the definition of the East as female and the West as 

male;; China as female and Japan as male); the interchangeable use of prescription of behaviour 

andd description of the nation; and, patterns in the application of certain universality and 

particularityy markers and classification systems that do not vary with the subject matter 

itselff  (but with, for example, the politics of certain social groups and institutions). 

Inn subsequent research it would be useful, I believe, to elaborate this list and 

systematicallyy explore the relation between these features. The results of such exploration 

couldd serve as a critical "check" to the formulation of research projects. Furthermore, it could 

bee used for the generation of new hypotheses by studying the interaction between official 

versionss of national history, and its socio-cultural and political features and the features and 

methodss used in the creation of other, not necessarily localized, identities. Research into me 

wayss in which the nation provides a frame and vocabulary by which various academic 

schoolss of research and interest groups interact could offer further insights into the ways in 

whichh we perceive the world and each other. 


